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1. IntrodutionFinite size e�ets play an important role in modern statistial physis and qu-antum �eld theory. From a statistial point of view, �nite size e�ets are relevant ifthe system is lose to a ritial point and the orrelation length is omparable to thesize of the system. In this ase the spei� heat and other ritial quantities have asaling behaviour as a response to varying the size L, whih is �xed by the ritialexponents of the in�nite volume system. Interesting phenomena our in quantum�eld theories as well. The most prominent example is the Casimir fore between twoneutral marosopi bodies in vauum, whih an be determined from the volumedependene of the ground state energy.The knowledge of the properties of �nite volume QFT is of entral importane inat least two ways. On one hand, numerial approahes to QFT neessarily presume a�nite volume box, and in order to interpret the results orretly a reliable theoretialontrol of �nite size orretions is needed. On the other hand, working in �nitevolume is not neessarily a disadvantage. On the ontrary, the volume dependeneof the spetrum an be exploited to obtain (in�nite volume) physial quantities likethe elasti sattering phase shifts or resonane widths.In the dissertation I investigate �nite size e�ets in 1+1 dimensional integrable�eld theories. The main subjets of interest are �nite volume form fators (matrixelements of loal operators on eigenstates of the �nite volume Hamiltonian) andexpetation values and orrelation funtions at �nite temperature.1+1 dimensional integrable models attrated onsiderable interest over the pastthirty years. This interest is motivated by the fat that low dimensional integrablemodels represent nontrivial interating �eld theories that are exatly solvable: nu-merous physial quantities an be exatly alulated in these models. Phenomenaqualitatively known in higher dimensions, suh as universality, duality, et. an bequantitatively investigated in 1+1 dimensions. There is also a seond motivationwhih is of a more pratial nature. Several systems of ondensed matter physisan be desribed by 1+1 dimensional e�etive �eld theories that in many ases leadto integrable models.In statistial physis, two dimensional ritial systems an be desribed by on-formal �eld theories (CFT) whih are �xed points of the renormalization group �ow.In this sense, o�-ritial theories orrespond to perturbations of CFT's by some of2



their relevant operators. O�-ritial models do not possess the in�nite dimensio-nal symmetry algebra of the �xed point CFT, in partiular sale invariane is lost.However, it was observed by A. B. Zamolodhikov that in ertain situations thereremains an in�nite number of onserved quantities. In this ase the resulting theoryis still integrable and an be desribed by a fatorized sattering theory. The in-tegrals of motion restrit the possible bound state struture and mass ratios in thetheory. Assuming further the bootstrap priniple, ie. that all bound states belongto the same set of asymptoti partiles, it is possible to onstrut the S-matrix withonly a �nite number of physial poles.Integrability an be exploited to gain information about the o�-shell physis aswell. Applying the ideas of analyti S-matrix theory and the bootstrap priniple toform fators one obtains a rather restritive set of equations whih they have toobey. These equations an be onsidered as axioms for the form fator bootstrap,and supplied with the priniples of maximum analytiity and the luster propertythey ontain enough information to determine the form fators ompletely. One theform fators are known, it is possible to onstrut orrelation funtions trough thespetral expansion.Integrability also o�ers powerful methods to explore the �nite size propertiesof these models. It is possible to obtain the exat Casimir energy by means of theThermodynami Bethe Ansatz (TBA) or the Destri � De Vega nonlinear integralequations (NLIE), both of whih an be extended to desribe exited state energiesas well. However, less is known about �nite size orretions to o�-shell quantities,like expetation values or orrelation funtions.By Eulidean invariane orrelation funtions in a �nite volume orrespond tothe evaluation of thermal orrelations. These objets an be ompared diretly toexperiments, and they attrated quite a lot of interest over the last deade . Onepossible way to approah �nite temperature orrelation funtions is by establishingan appropriate spetral representation in �nite volume. This onstitutes the �rstmotivation for our work, beause �nite volume form fators play a entral role inthis approah.Besides being a promising tool to obtain orrelation funtions, �nite volumeform fators provide means to verify the bootstrap approah to form fators. Theonnetion between the sattering theory and the Lagrangian (or perturbed CFT)formulation is rather indiret, however, it is generally believed, that the solutions ofthe bootstrap axioms orrespond to the loal operators of the �eld theory. Previous3



tests of this approah onern quantities whih are onstruted from various integralsover the form fators, whereas the multi-partile matrix elements themselves havenot been aessible. On the other hand, �nite volume form fators an be obtainednumerially in the perturbed CFT setting by means of the Trunated ConformalSpae Approah (TCSA), and establishing the onnetion to in�nite volume formfators provides a way to diretly test the solutions of the form fator bootstrap.This onstitutes the seond motivation for our work.2. Contents of the dissertationIn the �rst hapter of the thesis I give a short introdution into 1+1 dimensionalintegrable QFT and its onnetion with Conformal Field Theory. Chapters 2, 3 and 4are devoted to the study of �nite volume form fators in diagonal sattering theories,while hapter 5 deals with vauum expetation values and orrelation funtions at�nite temperature.The methods used troughout this work are ommon in the �eld of integrablemodels. They inlude investigations of orrelation funtions in the form of spetralrepresentations, appliations of the form fator axioms, and form fator perturba-tion theory. The main numerial tool is the Trunated Conformal Spae Approah(TCSA), whih is built on the knowledge of the CFT governing the UV behaviour ofthe massive integrable model. This method uses information oming from an exatlysolved strongly interating system (the theory at the ritial point), as opposed tostandard perturbation theory or momentum-spae renormalization group methods,whih only work in the viinity of a free theory.In hapter 2 I investigate �nite volume form fators using analyti methods. Iderive an expression for the elementary form fators (matrix elements between amultipartile state and the vauum) by omparing the spetral representation oforrelation funtions established in �nite and in�nite volume. Based on this rigo-rous result I onjeture a formula for arbitrary form fators without disonnetedpiees. Diagonal matrix elements require speial are beause of the presene of va-rious disonneted terms and the ambiguity of diagonal matrix elements in in�nitevolume. Upon inspetion of the form fator axioms (Watson's equations) I omparethe symmetri and onneted evaluation shemes for in�nite volume diagonal formfators proposed earlier in the literature. Form fator perturbation theory is used toderive diagonal �nite volume form fators of one-partile and two-partile states. I4



also onjeture the general result.Following the analyti study, in hapter 3 I turn to numerial methods. I investi-gate the massive Lee-Yang model and the ritial Ising model in a magneti �eld andonsider form fators of the perturbing �eld, and the energy operator, respetively.TCSA is used as a numerial tool to obtain �nite volume spetra and form fators.First I identify �nite volume states at di�erent values of the volume L: the numerialdata is mathed with preditions of the Bethe-Yang equations. I then alulate the�nite volume form fators and ompare them to the analyti formulas (the in�nitevolume form fators were already available in both models). This way it is possiblediretly aess the form fator funtions along ertain one-dimensional setions ofthe rapidity-spae parameterized by the volume L. The hoie of the setion orres-ponds to whih multi-partile states we pik from the �nite volume spetrum and itis only limited by the inreasing numerial inauray for higher lying states.In hapter 4 I develop a framework for evaluating the so-alled µ-term, a leadingexponential orretion to energies of multi-partile sattering states (as alulatedfrom the asymptoti Bethe Ansatz) and �nite volume form fators. The alulationsare based on a simple quantum mehanial piture of bound state quantization in�nite volume.In the seond part of the work (hapter 5) I develop a method to evaluate or-relation funtions at �nite temperature: �nite volume is introdued as a regulatorof the otherwise ill-de�ned Boltzmann sum. I develop a systemati low-temperatureexpansion using �nite volume form fators and show that the individual terms ofthis series have a well de�ned L → ∞ limit. In fat, they an be transformed intointegral expressions over the in�nite volume form fators.3. The results of the work
• Chapter 21. I show that the matrix elements in �nite volume essentially oinide withthe in�nite volume form fators up to a nontrivial normalization fator,whih is related to the partile densities of the �nite volume spetrum(eq. 2.16). I show, that this result aptures all �nite size orretions whihsale as powers of 1/L. I also show that the residual �nite size e�ets areof order e−µL with µ a universal harateristi mass sale of the theory,5



whih does not depend on the partiular form fator in question.2. I onjeture a formula for generi matrix elements without disonnetedpiees (eq. 2.18).3. I derive a general relation between the symmetri and the onnetedevaluations of the amibigous diagonal form fators in in�nite volume (eqs.2.41 and 2.42, and Theorem 1).4. I onjeture a general formula for diagonal �nite volume form fators,whih I express both with the symmetri and onneted evaluations ofthe in�nite volume diagonal form fators (eqs. 2.36 and 2.47; in the twosimplest ases I also provide a rigorous proof, see eqs. 2.32 and 2.33). Iuse the expression in terms of the onneted evaluations to prove thatthis result oinides with a onjeture made independently by H. Saleur(Theorem 2).5. I also onjeture a formula for the ase of states with a zero-momentumpartile (eq. 2.53). The most general result (eq. 2.54) onerns situationswith possibly more than one zero-momentum partiles present in bothstates; this only ours in theories with multiple partile speies.
• Chapter 31. I numerially determine �nite volume spetra and form fators by me-ans of the Trunated Conformal Spae approah in the saling Lee-Yangmodel and the saling Ising model in a magneti �eld. These data arethen ompared to the preditions of the previous hapter. In all ases(inluding form fators with disonneted piees) I observe a satisfatoryagreement in the saling region, where both the residual �nite size e�etsand the trunation errors are negligible.2. In the ase of the Ising model I observe that in some situations there is nosaling region, ie. the residual �nite size orretions remain relevant evenin large volumes, whih are out of the reah of our TCSA routines. Thelarge exponential orretions are explained by the presene of a µ-termwith a small exponent.
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• Chapter 41. I derive the µ-term assoiated to multi-partile energies obtained by theasymptoti Bethe Ansatz (eqs. 4.12 and 4.27) and to �nite volume formfators (eq. 4.34).2. I on�rm the alulations by omparing the preditions to TCSA data.3. I show, that in some irumstanes it is possible for the onstituents ofa bound state to unbind. This phenomenon is demonstrated numeriallyin ase of the Ising model, where moving A3 states with odd momentumquantum numbers dissoiate in small volume into onventional A1A1 sat-tering states.
• Chapter 51. I introdue �nite volume as a regulator of the otherwise ill-de�ned Boltz-mann sum and establish the spetral representation of n-point funtionsin terms of the �nite volume form fators. I show that it is possible to de-rive a systemati low temperature expansion with a well-de�ned L → ∞limit.2. In the ase of the one-point funtion I alulate the �rst three nontrivialterms (eq. 5.28) and �nd omplete agreement with the LeClair-Mussardoapproah. It is pointed out, that the Del�no proposal di�ers from theLeClair-Mussardo formula exatly at this order.3. In the ase of the two-point funtion I alulate the �rst non-trivial term(eq. 5.35), whih is an unpublished result of this work. This leading-orderalulation shows agreement with the LeClair-Mussardo approah.4. ConlusionsIn this thesis it was shown, how to derive �nite volume form fators in integrablemodels, given that the S-matrix is known and the in�nite volume form fators havealready been alulated.Form fator funtions in in�nite volume are obtained by solving the form fatoraxioms of the bootstrap program and then seleting the solutions with the desiredsymmetry and saling properties. Although the identi�ation of sattering theories7



as perturbed onformal �eld theories is well-established, there were only a few direttests of the individual form fator funtions prior to this work; the usual tests inthe literature proeed through evaluation of orrelation funtions, sum-rules, et. Inthis work, on the other hand, form fator funtions at di�erent values of the rapidityparameters were diretly ompared to TCSA data, thus providing evidene for theappliability of the bootstrap approah to form fators.As an appliation of �nite volume form fators I derived an evaluation shemefor thermal expetation values and orrelation funtions at �nite temperature. Thismethod is built on �rst priniples and it provides a well-de�ned way to deal with thein�nities, whih are introdued in any spetral representation by disonneted termsof the form fators and by di�erent ontributions to the partition funtion itself.These in�nities anel as expeted, however a well-de�ned regularization proedureis needed to obtain the left-over �nite piees. This point was missed in the proposalsprior to our work. I demonstrated, that the LeClair-Mussardo formula for vauumexpetation values is orret to the third nontrivial order, however a general proofof the validity of the series is still not available.There are several diretions to extend the results presented in this thesis.
• The generalization to non-diagonal sattering theories would be desirable, sinethese models (for example the O(3) σ-model) serve as e�etive �eld theoriesdesribing long-range interations in real-word ondensed matter systems (Hei-senberg spin hains, et.). It is expeted that the priniples laid out in this workarry over to the non-diagonal ase, whih only poses tehnial di�ulties.
• It is not lear whether some of these results an be extended to masslesssattering theories, whih an be used to study renormalization group �owswith a nontrivial onformal IR �xed point. In the absene of a mass-gap onedoes not have ontrol over residual �nite size e�ets, therefore some of thederivations presented here do not apply diretly to the massless ase.
• It would be interesting to derive an exat desription of �nite volume formfators; a TBA-like integral equation similar to the one desribing exited stateenergies would be desirable. Exat �nite volume form fators ould then beused to derive an alternative spetral representation for orrelation funtionswith the role of spae and time exhanged. This proedure might prove to bemore e�etive than the one presented in the dissertation.8



• It would be desirable to investigate the higher order terms of the LeClair-Mussardo proposal for thermal orrelations. One possibility is to proeed alongthe lines laid out in this work and to evaluate the low-temperature expansionin terms of the �nite volume form fators. This way one ould resolve theambiguities present in the LeClair-Mussardo formula due to the kinematipoles of the in�nite volume form fators.Note added: During the ompletion of the dissertation there appeared a newpaper (F.H.L. Essler and R.M. Konik, Finite Temperature Dynamial Corre-lations in Massive Integrable Quantum Field Theories) whih deals with thespin-spin orrelation funtions in the O(3) − σ model. The authors used themethods presented in this thesis together with a di�erent evaluation shemeto alulate the low-temperature expansion up to the third order.Finally I would like to remark that the arguments whih led to the results on�nite volume form fators are not on�ned to integrable models. In fat, they an beapplied to non-integrable models (inluding higher dimensional theories) wheneverthere is a suitable ontrol over the �nite size spetrum. For a generi theory this isthe ase for one-partile and two-partile states below the inelasti threshold.5. Publiations
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